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Abstract 
We analyze under what conditions the best IJ'- linear fittings of the ac-
tion of a mapping f on small balls give reliable estimates of the tangent map 
D f. We show that there is an inverse relationslúp between the conditions 
on the regularity, in terms of local densities, of the underlying measure and 
the smoothness of the mapping f wlúch are required to ensure the good-
ness of the estimates. The above results can be applied to the estimation 
of tangent maps in two empirical settings: from fiuite samples of a given 
probability distribution on mn and from fiuite orbits of smooth dynallÚcal 
systems. 
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En este artículo se analiza bajo qué condiciones las mejores estimaciones 
lineales en norma IJ' para la acción de una función f sobre bolas de radio 
pequeño, proporcionan estimaciones fiables de la aplicación tangente D f. 
Se comprueba que existe una relación inversa entre las condiciones de reg-
ularidad, en términos de densidades locales, de la medida subyacente y la 
suavidad que se requiere a la transformación f para asegurar la bondad de 
las estimaciones. Los resultados anteriores pueden aplicarse para estimar 
la aplicación tangente en dos situaciones que se presentan en el trabajo 
empírico: a partir de muestras fiuitas de una distribución de probabilidad 
en mn y a partir de órbitas fiuitas de sistemas dinállÚcos diferenciables. 
-1. Introduction. 
In this papel' we provide a rigorous basis to a standard method used in numerical 
analysis for estimating tangent maps from data sets distributed according to a 
given probability measure (see Remark 6). This method is based upon the esti-
mates of the tangent map Df(a) of a mapping f at a point a by best V-linear 
estimates of the action of the mapping f on small balls centered at a. 
This research springs from a study of the convergence of the Eckmann and Ru-
elle algorithm (see [4]) for the computation of the Liapunov exponents of chaotic 
dynamical systems. This algorithm is based upon the V-estimation of the tan-
gent maps along a given orbit of the system. As an application of the results in 
this article, we are able to prove that Liapunov exponents can be approximated, 
up to an arbitrary degree of accuracy, using a version of the mentioned algorithm 
(see [7]).We now formulate the problem. 
Problem. 
Assume that f is a smooth real function on M e IRn. Assume also that ¡.t is a 
probability Radon measure on M, and let a be a given point in M. Let B(a,r) 
denote the closed ball, in the Euclidean metric, of radius r centered at a. We 
define on the set .en (IRn, IR) =.e» of linear forms from IR» on IR, the functional 
[ 
1 ] l/p 
.A¡,A¡3) = ¡.t(B(a, 1')) JB(a,r) If(y) - f(a) - ¡3(y - a)IP d¡.t(y) (1.1) 
We ask under what conditions on p, f and ¡.t 
A) There exists a unique linear form ¡3f!') E .en which minimizes Ap,r and 
B) ¡3f!') tends to the tangent map Df(a) when r tends to zero. 
The answer to these questions, in particular to question B), turns out to be non 
trivial, due to the fact that the measure ¡.t might exhibit a complex local structure, 
as it is the case when we think of ¡.t as the invariant measure of a dynamical 
system. Consider, for instance, the case when the measure ¡.t is concentrated on a 
hyperplane. Then the functional Ap,r does not give any information on how alike 
the action of f and of linear maps out of the hyperplane are, and the restriction 
of a linear map to a hyperplane does not determine the linear map. As we will see 
below, difficulties also arise when the measure ¡.t is concentrated near hyperplanes 
on arbitrarily small balls, making possible the existence of tangent measures (see 
section 2 for a definition) of ¡.t at a concentrated on hyperplanes. 
We provide an answer to these questions in theorem 2.1 (sedion two), where 
we obtain the required convergence for pointwise differentiable functions under 
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an asswnption of strong local regularity for the measure fL and in theorem 3.3 
(section three), where we relax the local regularity assumption on the measure 
by requiring a greater degree of smootlmess of l. In the remaining part of this 
section we analyze the problem of existence and uniqueness of the best V-linear 
fittings and prove two lernmas needed latero 
Existence and uniqueness of the best V-linear estímate. 
We now consider a slightly more general problem than the one we will treat later 
on. We are concerned with the existence and uniqueness of the best V-linear 
fitting of a real function I E V(fL), where fL is a Radon probability measure on a 
bounded subset M e IRn and pE (1,00). We denote by II/IIv the norm of I in 
the metric space V(fL). For a E M we define the functionals A: 'cn--4 IR and h: 
'cn--4 IR by 
A(,8) = 111 -,8 - (f - ,8) (a) IIv ' 
h(,8) = II,8-,8(a)IIv' 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
If there exists a unique ,8 E Ln which minimizes A we say that ,8 is the best linear 
estimate in V(¡.t)-norm of I at a. 
Notice that (1.2) coincides with (1.1) when the considered measure is v = 
I'(B(a.r»¡.t IB(a, r) (throughout the text ¡.t IB(a, r) denotes the restriction of the 
measure ¡.t to the ball B(a, r)). 
Remark 1. In this papel' we solve problems A) and B) above for real fllllctions 
defined on M e IRn • Let us see how this also allows us to solve the problem for 
a vectorial field 1: M --4 IRm. In this case we estimate the tangent map of I at 
a as the linear mapping ,8 which minimizes the fllllctional 
A(,8) = [fu (I/(Y) - I(a) - ,8(y - a)ll d¡.t(y)] l/p 
defined now on the set 'cn.m oflinear maps from IRn into IRm where 1·lp denotes 
the p-norm in IRm. We assume that Illv E 1J'(¡.t). If li and ,8i denote the i-
th coordinate of I and,8 respectively, then (A(,8)Y = L~l (.A;(,8)Y, where for 
1 ~ i ~ m, 
(A¡(,8))p = L I/¡(Y) - li(a) - ,8i(Y - aW d¡.t(y). 
Since the minimum of A is attained at the linear map that minimizes AP and 
this minimum is c1early attained by a linear mapping ,8 whose i-th coordinate 
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(Ji minimízes (.4.)P, or equivalently.4., it fo11ows that the problem for vectorial 
Eelds can be decomposed into the corresponding problems for their coordinate 
real functions. 
In the next lernma we obtain the existence and uniqueness of the best V-linear 
fitting. We restrict our attention to the set P(M) of Radon probability measures 
such that ¡¿(H) < 1 for all hyperplanes H. We adopt the notation 1I(J1l00 for the 
usual norm of linear maps, Le. 1I(J11oo = max{l(Jvl : Ivl2 = 1, v E IRn} where I·b 
denotes the Euclidean norm. 
Lemma 1.1. Let M be a bounded subset ofIRn, a E M, ¡¿ E:: P(M), p E (1,00) 
and S = {(J E.en : 11 (J 1100= 1}. Then 
(i) There is a T E S where the minimum value of h on S is aUained and h(T) > O. 
(ii) 110:1100 :::; ~i~l, for all o: E .en' 
(iii) If f E V(¡¿), there is a unique (J E .en where the minimum of A on .en is 
attained. 
Proof. The first part of statement (i) is obvious. The assumption ¡¿ E P(M) 
guarantees that h(T) > O, which easily gives statement (ii). Since M is a bounded 
set and f E V(¡¿), A(o:) < 00 for every o: E .en' From this it follows the existence 
of a mínimum in .en for the continuous functional A. The uniqueness of such min-
imum can be obtained from the strict convexity of the normed space V(¡¿) for 
pE (1,00) (see [11], [3]) and from the fact that ¡¿ E P(M). We leave the details 
of the proof to the reader .• 
In section 2, we will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. Let M be a bounded subset of IRn and let {¡¿n} be a sequence 
of measures in P(M) which is weakly convergent to the measure ¡¿ (¡¿n ~ ¡¿ for 
the sequel) with ¡¿ E P(M). For a E M and pE (1,00), let {hn} and h be the 
functionals delined by (1.3) for the measures {¡¿n} and ¡¿ respectively, and let Tn 
and T be the linear forms of S where the minima of hn and h are aUained. Then 
(i) limn-.;oo hn(Tn) = h(T). 
Let f E V(¡¿) be a continuous ¡¿-a.e real functíon, and let {An} and A be the 
functionals given by (1.2) for the measures {¡¿n} and ¡¿ respectively. Then 
(ii) limn-.;oo An((Jn) = A((J), and 
(iii) limn-.;oo (Jn = (J, 
• where (Jn is the best linear estimate in V(¡¿n)-norm of f at a, and (J is the best 
linear estímate in V(¡¿)-norm of f at a. 
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Proof. We only give the proof of part (i) which will be needed in section 2. 
Parts (ii) and (m) are included for completeness. For a proof of these properties 
see [7]. The existence of {T,,} and T is guaranteed by lemma 1.1. Since T" 
minimizes h,.. on S, we have that hn(T,,) ::; h,..(T) which, together with the 
weak convergence, gives limsup,,~oo h,..(T,,)::; h(T). Usingthe definition ofweak 
convergence, we see that the sequence { h,..} is pointwise convergent to h on S. 
Furthermore, it is easy to prove that { h,..} is also an equicontinuous sequence on 
S which proves the uniform convergence of { h,,} to h on S. Rence, for arbitrarily 
small é and sufficiently large n, h,..(T,,) > h(T,,) -é ~ h(T) -é. This shows that 
liminfn~oo h,..(Tn ) ~ h(T). Therefore limn~oo h,..(Tn ) = h(T) .• 
2. Tangent me asures and the convergence of the best IJ'-
linear estimates. 
In this section we use tangent measures to obtain the convergence of the best IJ'-
linear fittings to the differential under a strong regularity assumption on the local 
behaviour of ¡t (see theorem 2.1 below). We start by recalling several definitions 
used in the proof of theorem 2.1. 
Given A e IRn and ti > O, a collection of balls {Bí : i E IN} is a ti-covering 
of the set A if A e U~l Bi and deBí) ::; ti whered(-) stands for diameter. We 
define the s-dimensional outer Rausdorff measure 1{~ of a set A by 1{5(A) = 
inf {¿~1 deBí)} where the infimum is taken over the set of ti-coverings of A. The 
s-dimensional Rausdorff measure of A is given by 1{a(A) = li111ó!o1{HA). The 
Rausdorff dimension of A is the threshold value 
dim(A) = sup{t : 1{t(A) > O} = inf{t: 1{t(A) < +oo}, 
and the Rausdorff dimension of a measure ¡t is defined by dim¡t = inf{dim(A) : 
¡teA) > O}. We denote by spt(¡t) the support of the measure ¡t. 
Let ¡t be a Radon measure on IRn. We say that v is a tangent measure of ¡t 
at a E IRn if v is a non-zero Radon measure on IR" and if there exist sequences 
{¡'í} and {Ci} of positive numbers such that rí L O and 
where the mappings Ta,r¡ are the homotheties given by Ta,r¡(a;) = ("';.ál and Ta,r¡jf¡t 
is the measure induced by Ta,r .. that is Ta,rlf,¡t(A) = ¡t(r;A + a), A e IR". The 
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set of al! such tangent measures is denoted by Tan(fL, a) (see [6] and [9] for details 
on tangent measures). 
Let O ::; s < 00 and let fL be a Radon measure on IR". The upper and lower 
s-densities of the measure fL at a point a E IR" are defined by 
e*S(fL a) = lim sup fL(B(a, r)) and eS(fL a) = lim inf fL(B(a, r)) . 
, rlO (2r)s * , rlO (2r)s 
Let l : M e IR" -> IR and a E M. We say that l is differentiable at a if there 
is a linear map DI(a) E L-n such that for any E: > O there is a ó > O satisfying 
I/(Y) - I(a) - DI(a)(y - a)1 ::; E: Iy - al2 (2.1) 
for al! y E M nB(a, ó). Notice that this condition holds at every point of the 
domain of a differentiable function defined on an open set (see also Remark 3). 
The next theorem gives sufficient conditions for the convergence to the dif-
ferential of the best V-linear fittings on smal! bal!s in terms of the aboye local 
densities. 
Theorem 2.1. Let fL be a Radon probabiJity measure on M e IRn such that 
0< e:(fL, a) ::; e*S(fL,a) < 00 (2.2) 
[or fL-almost everya E !vI with s > n-l. Let pE (1,00) and Jet l be a real [unction 
defined on M, difIerentiabJe fL-aJmost evezy a E M. Let vr = ¡t(B(a,r»fL IB(a, r) 
and Jet (Jr be the best linear estimate in V(vr)-norm o[ l at a. Then there exists 
a unique D I(a) satisfying (2.1) and 
lim(Jr = DI(a) 
rlO 
[or fL-aJmost every a E M. 
Proof. Let A be the set of points where (2.2) holds. It is easy to see that the 
doubling condition 
. fL(B(a,2r))· 
limsup (B( )) = K < 00 dO fL a, r 
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holds fol' al! a E A. Then (see [6]), fol' every sequence {Ti} ! O, thel'e is a subse-
quence, which fol' simplicity we also denote by {Ti}' such that 
¡t(B(~,Ti»Ta,r,#¡t ~ v E Tan(¡t, a). (2.3) 
Furthermore (see [6]), fol' ¡t-almost evel'y a E IRn and all v E Tan(¡t, a), ter8 ~ 
V(B(X,T» ~ er8 holds fol' x E spt(v), O < T < 00, and t = :.:J~1)' Then we have 
liminfdo logVl~~~x,r)) ;::: s fol' x E spt(v), which shows ([14]) that dim(spt(v» ;::: 
s> n-1 and therefol'ethat dimv > n-1. Thus v(8B(O,l» = O which, togethel' 
with (2.3), easily gives -,.. 
(2.4) 
and hence v IB(O,l) E P(B(O,l». By lemma 1.1 there is aTE S which minimizes 
on S the functional given by 
h(a) = ( laylP dv(y) , [ ]
l/P 
JB(O,l) 
and h(T) > O. 
By arguments similar to those given aboye (see [10]) for v, it can be shown 
that (2.2) implies dim¡t ;::: s > n - 1. This proves that for a E A, vr , = 
¡t(B(~,r,))¡t IB(a,T¡) E P(B(a,Ti»' Let C be the set of points at which f is dif-
ferentiable. For a E A n C, f E IJ'(vr,) for i large enough, and lemma 1.1 can 
be applied to obtain the existence and uniqueness of the best linear fitting in 
IJ'(vr,)-norm of f at a. Wedenote it by f3r,' Also, for such i, there is a {Tr,} E S 
which minimizes on S the functional {h¡} given by 
By lemma 1.2, together with (2.4), we obtain that limi~oo * h¡(Tr,) = h(T) , so 
that there is an io such that 
h¡(Tr,) ;::: Ti h(T)j2, for i > io. (2.5) 
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Let Df(a) E.en satisfy (2.1). We now see that limhooJ3r. = Df(a). By part (ii) 
of lemma 1.1 we have 
IIJ3r, - Df(a) 1100 ::; h;(~r,) L.t(B(~,ri)) L(a,r,) I(J3r, - Df(a))(y - a)IP d¡.t(y)tv = 
Oi [ f If(y) - fea) - D f(a) (y - a) - (I(y) - fea) - J3r, (y - a))IP d¡.t(y)] l/V, 
JB(a,r¡) 
if we set Oi = ( h;(Tr,) (¡.t(B(a,ri)))l/vfl. Now, taking into account that J3r, is 
the best linear estimate in V(vr,)-norm of f at a and (2.5), we obtain 
1113., - Df(a) 1100 < ri I~(T) [¡.t(B(~, ri)) L(a,r,) If(y) - fea) - Df(a)(y - a)IP d¡.t(y)] l/V 
(2.6) 
for i > io. Using (2.1) we see that for any é there is an i l such that 
é h(T) Iy - al If(y) - fea) - Df(a)(y - a)1 ::; 4 2 ,for y E M n B(a, ri,). (2.7) 
Let i* be an integer such that i* > io and ri < ri! for all i > i*. Then, using (2.6) 
and (2.7), IIJ3r¡ - Df(a) 1100 ::; é holds for i > i*, which proves that lill1;-.ooJ3r¡ = 
Df0)· . 
We have proved that, given a sequence {1';} -> 0, there exists a subsequence 
{rik} such that the result holds for this subsequence. We now prove that any 
subsequence of {r;} has the same property. Suppose that there is an é > ° and a 
subsequence {J3r¡.} of {J3T'} such that 
J 
IIJ3r'j - Df(a)lloo > é for all j. (2.8) 
Applying to the sequence {riJ the same argunIent we used aboye, there exists 
a subsequence {rij } such that ( (B( 1. ))Ta T, #¡.t) I B(O, 1) ~ v I B(O, 1) and k Jl a,Ttj J Jk 
limk-.oo .Biik = D fea) which contradicts (2.8). Notice that this proves the unique-
ness of the mapping D fea) satisfying (2.1) .• 
3. Convergence of the best V-linear estimates for smoother 
functions. 
In the previous section we have required a strong degree of local regularity in the 
measure. This implies that, for ¡.t-almost every point a E M, all tangent measures 
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v E Tan(¡.t, a) have a Hausdorff climension greater than n - 1, so that they are 
not concentrated on hyperplanes. The assumptions that we shall impose in this 
section permit the existence of tangent measures concentrated on hyperplanes. 
However, they imply a low speed of concentration of ¡.t near any hyperplane on 
small balls. It allows us to obtain the convergence of the best Y-linear fittings 
for smoother functions. 
The next lernma states a relationship between the usual and the Y(vr)-norm 
of any linear mapping fJ with Vr = p(B(.,r))¡.t IB( a, r). In order to obtain it, we 
have to impose that there is a fixed proportion of the measure of the hall B(a, r) 
outside a strip around any hyperplane H through a. 
Let H be a hyperplane through the origin and let O < S < 1. We denote by 
HJ and WJ the sets given by 
HJ = B(O, 1) n U B(x, S) and WJH = B(O, 1) \ HJ. 
zEH 
Lemma 3.1. Let ¡.t be a Radon probability measure on M e IRn and a E M 
such that there are positive constants ro, S and d with the property that lor eve:ry 
hyperplane H 
¡.t(a + roWl) > d¡.t(B(a, ro» 
holds. Then, lor pE (1,00) and all fJ E Ln, 
1 [ 1 ] l/p 
11 fJ 1100< dI/proS ¡.t(B(a, ro» k(a,ro) IfJ(y - a)jP d¡.t(y) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Proof. Let fJ E Ln with fJ f O and H = Ker(fJ). Let {el, ... ,en-l} be a basis 
of H and take en E IRn such that lenl2 = 1 and IfJenl = IIfJlloo' For aU x E WJH, 
let (XI,X2, ... ,Xn) be the coorclinates ofx in the basis {el,e2, ... ,e
n
} ofIRn . Then 
IfJxl = IxnllfJenl = Ixnl IIfJlloo > S IIfJlloo holds. For v = Ta,ro#¡.t we get 
and from this it foUows 
11 fJ 1100< (v(WJ!»1/PS [JWf IfJxlP dV(X)] l/p ::; (V(WJ!»I/PS [k(O'I) IfJxlP dV(X)] l/p = 
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(Ji (a + ro~f))l/proó [k(a,ro) 1,B(x - a)IP dJi(X)f'P, 
and using (3.1) we see that (3.2) holds .• 
We now prove that the condition given by (3.1) holds for Ji-ahnost every a E M 
and for any r < ro under a weak assumption on the logarithmic local densities of 
the measure Ji. 
Lernrna 3.2. Let Ji be a Radon probability measure on M e IRn such that 
1 li · f 10gJi(B(x, r)) < l' 10gJi(B(x, r)) n - < al < m m _ 1m sup 1 < a2 
r¡O logr r¡O ogr (3.3) 
lor Ji-a.e. x E M (see Remark 5). Let (T > O and C" = {a E M there 
are constants ro, K and d, all ol them in the interval (0,1] such that lor each 
h I H d r l'(a+rWff v) d h id} T'h r <>. '" yperplane an lor r < ro, I'(B(a,r)) > o s . en, lor (T > <>l-n+l , 
Ji(C,,) =1. 
Proof. We claim that C" is a Ji-measurable seto By (3.3), we know that 
dim Ji > n - 1. From this, for any hyperplane H, it follows that I'(a-r;'(:,!f»v) is a 
continuous function of a and r, for Ji-ahnost every a and a11 r > O. Let ro, K and 
d be fixed constants and let H be a given hyperplane. The set of points Cro ,2K,d,H for which the inequality 
Ji(a + rWlkrv) > d 
Ji(B(a, r)) (3.4) 
holds for any r < ro can be expressed as a countable intersection of Ji-measurable 
sets. Therefore, the set of points C;0,2K,d at which inequality (3.4) holds for a 
countable and dense set of hyperplanes is also Ji-measurable. This inequality also 
holds at the points of C; 2K d for any hyperplane if we reduce in (3.4) the value of 0, , 
the constant K. Hence, the set Cro,K,d where the inequality I'~-r;(:;r)v) > d holds 
for any hyperplane H and for every r < ro is Ji-measurable. Lastly, we can express 
C" as a countable union of sets Cro,K,d, and the cla~ follows. 
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We now prove that ¡.t( Cu) = 1. The following argument, due to Pertti Mattila, 
is a simplification of a previous and more involved argument we had given origi-
nally as proof. 
Suppose that there is a a > ,,~'--;'+ l such that ¡.t( Cu) < 1. Let E be the set for 
which (3.3) holds. Then, for all x E E, there is an r", such that 
r'" :$ ¡.t(B(x, r» :$ r"I, for r < r",. (3.5) 
Let Ej = {x E E : r", > 1/j}. Then E = Uj::IEj and there is a j such that 
¡.t(Ej\Cu) > O. For ¡.t-a.e. x E Ej\Cu 
lim ¡.t(Ej n B(x, r» = 1 (3.6) 
r~O ¡.t(B(x, r» 
holds (see [5]). Let x E Ej \Cu satisfying (3.6). Then, there is an rl such that 
¡.t(Ej n B(x, r» > ¡.t(B~, r» for r < rl. (3.7) 
Since x r/: Cu, taking K = 1, d = 1/4 and ro < min{rl, 1/j, (4C)lja} where C and 
a are constants defined below, there is a hyperplane H and an r2 < ro such that 
¡.t(x + r2Wr~) :$ ¡.t(B(x,r2»/4. (3.8) 
Now, using (3.7), (3.8) and (3.5) 
¡.t(Ej n (x + r2 Hr2» = ¡.t(Ej n B(x, r2» - ¡.t(Ej n (x + r2Wr~» 2:: 
r'" 
¡ ¡.t(Ej n B(x, r2» - ¡.t(x + r2Wr~) > ¡.t(B(x, r2»/4 2:: -¡-o (3.9) 
""" We now use the fact that Ej n (x + r2Hr2) can be covered with K* balls centered 
at points Xk E Ej n (x + r2Hr2) with radius r~+u where 
K * - C -u(n-l) 
- r 2 (3.10) 
and C is a constant which depends only on n. Then, using (3.9), (3.10) and (3.5) 
0'2 K+ 
rl < ¡.t(Ejn (x + r2Hr2» :s; ¿¡.t(B(xk,r~+U»:$ Cr;u(n-I)+(1+U)", 
k=l 
so that r 2 < 4C with a = a2 - al - a(al - n + 1) < O, which contradicts that 
r2 < min{rl, l/j, (4C)lja} .• 
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Remark 2. Notice that lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 together imply that given a > 
"2-~1' there are constants ro and d such that lor all /3 E .en and r < ro 
"1 n 
lor ¡.t-a.e. a E M. 
We now prove the convergence to the clifferential of the best U-linear fittings 
on small balls. In order to do this we consider the functions I : M e IRn --> IR 
satisfying the following conclition: 
D) There are constants e and L with O < e < 1 and L > O, and a set A with 
¡.t(A) = 1, such that for all X E A there is a linear map DI(x) E .en and an r", 
satisfying 
I/(y) - I(x) - D I(x) (y - x)1 :::; L (ly - xI 2)He, for all y E B(x, r",) nM. (3.11) 
Remark 3. Condition D) is satisfied lor all functions I lor which the Whitney 
extension theorem hypotheses hold lor a set ol lull measure (see [12]). For such 
lunctions 1, there is an extension F ol I which is CHe (IRn) (i.e. F is C 1 (IRn) and 
it has Holder continuous derivatives with exponent e). Conversely, il lE CHe(u), 
where U is an open set ol lull measure, then condition D) holds. 
Theorem 3.3. Let ¡.t be a Radon probability measure on M e IRn satisfying 
(3.3). Let I be a real valued lunction denned on M satisfying condition D) lor 
a constant e> "~'-~+1' Let Vr = ¡.(B(a,r))¡.tIB(a,r) , P E (1,00), and let /3r be the 
best linear estimate in U(vr)-norm ol I at a. Then there exists a unique DI(a) 
satisfying (3.11) lor x = a, and 
lI/3r - DI(a) 1100 = O(r€-<T) ¡.t-a.e. a 
where a is any constant with "2-+1 < a < e. u¡-n 
Proof. Let E be the set where (3.3) holds and let a E E n A n Cu (see lemma 
3.2 and condition D) aboye for the definition of the sets E, Cu and A). Then, 
vr E P(B(a, r)), the hypotheses of lemma 1.1 are satisfied and the existence and 
uniqueness of /3r is guaranteed for r < r a. Applying lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 (see 
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remark 2) to the linear maps f3r - Df(a), where Df(a) is a linear map satisfying 
(3.11) for x = a, there exist constants ro and d such that 
1 [ 1 r ]l/P IIf3r - D f(a) 1100 < d1/ PrHu ¡.t(B(a, r)) lB(a,r) l(f3r - D f(a))(y - a)IP d¡.t(y) , 
(3.12) 
for r < ro. But the right hand expression in the inequality (3.12) is equal to 
[ ]
l/P 
C k(a,r) If(Y) - f(a)- Df(a)(y - a) - (J(y) - f(a) - f3r(y - a))IP d¡.t(y) 
( dl/p r 1+v ) -1 
if we take C = (I'(B(a,r))i'/p' Taking into account that f3r is the best linear estimate 
in LP(vr)-norm of f at a, we obtain 
2 (d1/ PrHu r 1 [ ] l/p 
IIf3r - D f(a) 1100 < (¡.t(B(a, r)))l/p k(a,r) If(y) - f(a) - D f(a)(y - a)IP d¡.t(y) , 
(3.13) 
for r < ro. But f satisfies (3.11) for x = a which, together with (3.13), gives 
IIf3r - Df(a) 1100 :s; :l;prE-u, for r < rnin{ro, ra} 
and since ti > 0", we are done. This also proves that Df(a) must be unique .• 
Remark 4. Notíce that the assumptíon (3.3) over the measure ¡.t ímplíes that 
dim(¡.t) > al and Dim(¡.t) < a2, where we denote by Dim(¡.t) the packing di-
mensíon oE the measure ¡.t (see [13]). Theorem 3.3 ís then proved by ímposing 
on f condítíon D) wíth ti > a~~-n~l' thus línking the degree oE differentiability oE 
the Eunctíons Eor whích the answer oE the problem posed in the íntroductíon ís 
positive, with the difference between the Hausdorff and packing dímensíons oE the 
measure ¡.t. 
Remark 5. In the case when the upper and lower logaríthmic densities given in 
(3.3) coincide ¡.t-a.e., the measure ¡.t ís said to be regular and exact dimensional 
(see [2]). Measures which are invariant under smooth dynamical systems wíth 
hyperbolic behavior often tum out to be exact dimensional (see [8]). In this case, 
theorem 3.3 shows the convergence to the tangent map oEthe best LP-estímates 
oE any Eunctíon f E CHE (U) with ¡.t(U) = 1 and with ti arbitrarily small. 
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Remark 6. The aboye results can be applied to the estimation of tangent maps 
from data sets in two empirical settings: 
a) Finite samples of a given probability distribution on IRk • 
Let Xl, X 2 , ••• , Xn be independent random k-vectors delined on some probability 
space (n, B, P) and with a co=on probability distribution P on IRk • Let f be 
a real valued function on IRk and assume that f and P satisfy the hypotheses of 
theorems 2.1 or 3.1. Forw E n, let Pn,w be the empirical probability measure of 
X l (W),X2(w), ... ,Xn(w) given by 
Fora E spt(P) andr > O,let¡.tn = P
n
.w(1(a,r»Pn,W IB(a,r) and¡.t = p(B(a,r))PIB(a,r). 
Then ([1]) Pn,w ~ P for P-almost evel}' w, and also /-Ln ~ ¡.t for P-almost evel}' 
w. Using (iii) in le=a 1.2 we get limn~oo,on,r = ,or at P-almost every a, for 
P-almost evel}' w , where ,on,r is the best linear estimate in lJ'(¡.tn)-norm of J at a, 
and ,or is the best linear estimate in lJ'(¡.t)-norm of J at a. Since f and P satisfy 
the hyphoteses oftheorems 2.1 or 3.3, limr~o,or = DJ(a) at P-almost evel}' a, 
and then limr~olimn~oo ,on,r = DJ(a) for P-almost evel}'w. 
b) Data sets from finite orbits of smooth dynamical systems. 
Let (M, J, v) be a probabilistic dynamical system composed of a state space 
M e IRk , a dynamicallaw J : M -> M suchthat the state Xk of the system 
at time k evolves according to the equation Xk+1 = J(Xk), and an J-invariant and 
ergodic probability measure v on M. For x E M, let vn,xo be the orbital measure, 
given by 
1 n-l 
vn,xo(A) = - L IA(xj). 
n j~O 
Using an argument similar to that given aboye and Remark 1, we see that 
if v and the coordinates of f satisfy the hypotheses of theorems 2.1 or 3.3, 
limr~o limn~oo ,on,r = D J (a) holds at v-almost evel}' a for v-a.e. Xo, where ,on,r is 




(k(a,r))vn,xo) IB(a,r))-norm of J at a. 
Acknowledgments: We are indebted to Professor Pertti Mattila for a shorten-
ing of the previous longer proof of lemma 3.2. 
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